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Great River
1954

the rio grande river of destiny is a monumental study of the rio grande and the people along its banks near the
once fabulous now ghost town of creede colorado flow the springs and the trickles of melting snow which make
the rio grande here at 14 000 feet is born a river which irrigates 1 751 700 acres of farmland in the united states
and mexico in the course of its violent precipitous meandering laze descent to the gulf of mexico 1800 miles away
the rio grande is beauty and history and legend and economics and social problems a touchstone river of american
life a river of destiny indeed excerpt from book jacket

The Rio Grande, River of Destiny
1949

a tour of the rio grande and its surrounding area

The Rio Grande
2013-01-01

details the causes and events of the pueblo indians revolt against their spanish rulers in 1680

Great River
1968

starting life in the san juan mountains in southern colorado the rio grande flows south through new mexico and
then southeast creating the border between texas and mexico on its journey to the gulf of mexico the rio grande
flows through a desertlike area as the river reaches the ocean its limited supply of water is all but used up by the
many farms and cities along its banks book jacket

Red Power on the Rio Grande
1973

the republic of the rio grande had a brief and tenuous existence 1838 1840 before most of it was reabsorbed by
mexico and the remainder annexed by the united states yet this region that straddles the rio grande has retained
its distinctive cultural identity to the present day born on one side of the rio grande and raised on the other
beatriz de la garza is a product of this region her birthplace and its people are the subjects of this work which
fuses family memoir and borderlands history from the republic of the rio grande brings new insights and
information to the study of transnational cultures by drawing from family papers supplemented by other original
sources local chronicles and scholarly works de la garza has fashioned a history of this area from the perspective
of individuals involved in the events recounted the book is composed of nine sections spanning some two hundred
years beginning in the mid 1700s each section covers not only a chronological period but also a particular theme
relating to the history of the region de la garza takes a personal approach opening most sections with an
individual observation or experience that leads to the central motif whether this is the shared identity of the
inhabitants their pride in their biculturalism and bilingualism or their deep attachment to the land of their
ancestors

The Rio Grande
2003-07-03

journalist bowden writes of his journey to become the first person to travel the entire length of the rio grande as it
forms the border between america and mexico in this elegant gritty and contemporary look at the culture and
people he encountered

From the Republic of the Rio Grande
2013-03-01

the rio grande was ancient long before the first humans reached its banks these days the highly regulated river
looks nothing like it did to those early settlers alternately viewed as a valuable ecosystem and life sustaining
foundation of community welfare or a commodity to be engineered to yield maximum economic benefit the rio
grande has brought many advantages to those who live in its valley but the benefits have come at a price this
study examines human interactions with the rio grande from prehistoric time to the present day and explores what
possibilities remain for the desert river from the perspectives of law development tradition and geology the
authors weigh what has been gained and lost by reining in the rio grande

The Rio Grande
2006

a thrilling account of the bloody rebellion forged by the pueblo indians against the spanish invaders



The Tecate Journals
2007

laredo texas has a rich and fascinating history being on the border with america s neighbor to the south mexico
this is a window into everyday life of the city a must read for any keen amateur historian

Great River: the Rio Grande in North American History
1999-12-30

photographer adriel heisey has captured the spirit of the rio grande with his awe inspiring aerial images of the
river heisey follows the waterway from its headwaters in the san juan mountains of southern colorado through
new mexico then as it straddles and defines the texasmexico border and finally culminates with its outpouring into
the gulf of mexico heiseys images bring to life the unmistakable signature of water that the rio grande represents
in the arid southwestern landscape

Reining in the Rio Grande
2015-07-15

matthew caine an agent of the u s government and a friend to the shoshone and arapaho indians has spent his life
along the rio grande this big powerful man is known as el gigante by the spanish who fear he is a spy planning to
help take away their land as war rages between the nations caine who has come to

Indian Uprising on the Rio Grande
1996

the republic of the rio grande had a brief and tenuous existence 1838 1840 before most of it was reabsorbed by
mexico and the remainder annexed by the united states yet this region that straddles the rio grande has retained
its distinctive cultural identity to the present day born on one side of the rio grande and raised on the other
beatriz de la garza is a product of this region her birthplace and its people are the subjects of this work which
fuses family memoir and borderlands history from the republic of the rio grande brings new insights and
information to the study of transnational cultures by drawing from family papers supplemented by other original
sources local chronicles and scholarly works de la garza has fashioned a history of this area from the perspective
of individuals involved in the events recounted the book is composed of nine sections spanning some two hundred
years beginning in the mid 1700s each section covers not only a chronological period but also a particular theme
relating to the history of the region de la garza takes a personal approach opening most sections with an
individual observation or experience that leads to the central motif whether this is the shared identity of the
inhabitants their pride in their biculturalism and bilingualism or their deep attachment to the land of their
ancestors

Below the Rio Grande
2011-10-01

excerpt from with taylor on the rio grande about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Laredo On The Rio Grande
2013-04-16

this is a new release of the original 1924 edition

WITH TAYLOR ON THE RIO GRANDE
2018

draws on national archives letters consular records periodicals and other sources to create a sweeping narrative
of the history of the rio grande borderlands between 1830 1880 and the complex relations of violent conflict
cooperation and economic and social advancement

The Rio Grande
2011

a travelogue of the author s journey to the border town of laredo texas and the surrounding areas along the rio
grande river the book provides a firsthand account of life in this unique region of the united states including its
rich cultural history and natural beauty this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and
is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of



america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant

The Rio Grande
1994

pueblos of the rio grande is an authoritative and colorful traveler s guide to the nineteen venerable pueblos of new
mexico written in consultation with pueblo community elders this new book celebrates the cultural diversity and
enduring values of acoma cochiti isleta jemez laguna nambe picuris pojoaque taos tesuque san felipe san ildefonso
san juan sandia santa ana santa clara santa domingo zia and zuni cultural identity and artistry are vividly
expressed by skilled pueblo potters silversmiths fetish carvers basket makers and painters whose finest works are
highly sought after by discerning art buyers worldwide daniel gibson provides first time visitors and experienced
indian art collectors alike with a wealth of trip planning information including the arts and crafts traditions
distinct to each pueblo annual celebrations open to the public proper etiquette and attire and photography
restrictions 60 color and b w photos map

Indians of the Rio Grande Valley
1973

when the sun sets on the r o grande valley all manner of dark voices begin to croak snarl and wail come explore
the black shadows amidst the mesquite and palm trees down at the water s edge just have a care not to fall or be
pulled into the current

From the Republic of the Rio Grande
2014-05-14

in river of hope omar s valerio jiménez examines state formation cultural change and the construction of identity
in the lower rio grande region during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries he chronicles a history of violence
resulting from multiple conquests of resistance and accommodation to state power and of changing ethnic and
political identities the redrawing of borders neither began nor ended the region s long history of unequal power
relations nor did it lead residents to adopt singular colonial or national identities instead their regionalism
transnational cultural practices and kinship ties subverted state attempts to control and divide the population
diverse influences transformed the borderlands as spain mexico and the united states competed for control of the
region indian slaves joined spanish society mexicans allied with indians to defend river communities anglo
americans and mexicans intermarried and collaborated and women sued to confront spousal abuse and to secure
divorces drawn into multiple conflicts along the border mexican nationals and mexican texans tejanos took
advantage of their transnational social relations and ambiguous citizenship to escape criminal prosecution secure
political refuge and obtain economic opportunities to confront the racialization of their cultural practices and their
increasing criminalization tejanos claimed citizenship rights within the united states and in the process created a
new identity published in cooperation with the william p clements center for southwest studies southern methodist
university

With Taylor on the Rio Grande (Classic Reprint)
2015-07-13

excerpt from the valley of the rio grande its topography and resources in 1821 the mexicans ventured to throw off
the yoke of spain and a plan of national independence was de clared at iguala general iturbide declared himself
emperor soon afterwards this was the first in a series of pronunciamentos reactions and revolutions which have
arrested the progress and checked the growth of this magnificent country but it is only just to observe that all the
struggles have sprung from the stern resolve of the mexicans not to submit in peace or quiet to the yoke of the
stranger to the absolute rule which priest and captain alike sought to impose about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works

River of Lost Dreams
1986

dead on the rio grande is a surreal story of crime and corruption on the rio grande a small group of undocumented
immigrants are victims of a horrific act when attempting to cross the rio grande and a law firm has assigned
martin dye for pro bono representation of an under aged victim although martin s motivations are somewhat
disingenuous his life is soon thrust into despair as he navigates through a perilous route involving corruption
kidnapping narcotics murder and mysterious figures pushing him to juxtaposed ethical positions the story follows
martin dye as his mission changes from helping an unfortunate victim to his own survival the border cities and
towns of texas are friendly familial and move at a different pace than the rest of the country however there has



always been a dark underlying element that has become exasperated in recent years we tend to be bombarded
with commentary of a pending wall and trafficking but the characteristics of the rio grande are far more complex
than we are led to believe

South of the Rio Grande
2013-10

the historical record of the rio grande valley through much of the nineteenth century reveals well documented
violence fueled by racial hatred national rivalries lack of governmental authority competition for resources and an
international border that offered refuge to lawless men less noted is the region s other everyday reality one based
on coexistence and cooperation among mexicans anglo americans and the native americans african americans and
europeans who also inhabited the borderlands war and peace on the rio grande frontier 1830 1880 is a history of
these parallel worlds focusing on a border that gave rise not only to violent conflict but also cooperation and
economic and social advancement meeting here are the anglo americans who came to the border region to trade
spread christianity and settle mexicans seeking opportunity in el norte native americans who raided american and
mexican settlements alike for plunder and captives and europeans who crisscrossed the borderlands seeking new
futures in a fluid frontier space historian miguel Ángel gonzález quiroga draws on national archives letters
consular records periodicals and a host of other sources to give voice to borderlanders perspectives as he weaves
their many varied stories into one sweeping narrative the tale he tells is one of economic connections and
territorial disputes of refugees and bounty hunters speculation and stakeholding smuggling and theft and other
activities in which economic considerations often carried more weight than racial prejudice spanning the anglo
settlement of texas in the 1830s the texas revolution the republic of texas the us mexican war various indian wars
the us civil war the french intervention into mexico and the final subjugation of borderlands indians by the
combined forces of the us and mexican armies this is a magisterial work that forever alters complicates and
enriches borderlands history published in association with the william p clements center for southwest studies at
southern methodist university in dallas texas

With Taylor on the Rio Grande
1901

a balance of appealing nonfiction and fiction titles focus on strategies and skills critical for reading comprehension
and nonfiction features such as indexes glossaries tables of contents and captions

War and Peace on the Rio Grande Frontier, 1830-1880
2020

the mid nineteenth century was a tumultuous yet formative time for the mesilla valley home to present day las
cruces new mexico with the coming of the u s army to mexican territory in 1846 the region became the site of a
continent shaping power struggle between two rival nations when mexican governor manuel armijo unexpectedly
fled santa fe he left the new mexico territory undefended and it fell to forces under brigadier general stephen
watts kearny in a bloodless occupation in the ensuing two decades the southern portion of new mexico s rio
grande valley played a prominent role in the conflict that overtook the infant american territory in turmoil on the
rio grande william s kiser has mined primary archives and secondary materials alike to tell the story of those
rough and tumble years and to highlight the effect the region had in the developing u s empire of the west kiser
carefully limns in the culture into which the u s soldiers inserted themselves before going on to describe the
armed forces that arrived and the actions in which they were involved from the thirty minute battle of brazito in
which the greenhorn recruits of the 1st regiment of missouri volunteers led by col alexander doniphan vanquished
mexican troops through superior technology to the treaty of guadalupe hidalgo the international boundary
disputes and the confederate victory at fort fillmore kiser deftly describes the actions that made the mesilla valley
important in american history

Laredo On The Rio Grande
2023-07-22

an english edition of the memoirs of the life of early immigrant and pioneer luis g gomez who came to texas from
mexico in the mid 1800s

Red Power on the Rio Grande
1989-06-01

in 1933 the rio grande river overflowed its banks and caused widespread devastation in the towns and cities along
its path in this book roy a clifford provides a comparative analysis of the disaster and the responses of various
communities to the crisis the book is based on extensive research and interviews with survivors this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant



Pueblos of the Rio Grande
2001

this comprehensive history details the culture society and history of the rio grande pueblos of new mexico written
by the renowned historian adolph francis alphonse bandelier this work is a must read for anyone interested in the
native american history of the southwest with extensive research and first hand accounts bandelier provides a
vivid and engaging portrayal of the pueblo way of life this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Along the River III
2014-01-21

seasons of harvest begins a great sweeping epic of the early southwest the story introduces young neska and the
spirited captive girl walking moon as the ancient anasazi begin the long trek from their distant cliff house
dwellings to the timeless rio grande valley of new mexico neska becomes a leader as generations pass the pueblo
people are forced to defend themselves against raiding plains indians encroaching navajo and apache as well as
the merciless comanche while across an ocean a strange new threat looms in spain a dark forbidden love forces
young primitivo apodaca to leave his home and seek his fortune as a conquistador in the new world awed by the
horses and fearsome weapons of the spanish pueblo warriors soon meet francisco coronado s army and the bloody
tragic results change the river world forever years later young miguel apodaca follows his grandfather s footsteps
as a soldier in the army of don juan oñate but is ultimately disillusioned and repelled by the cruelty of spanish
conquest miguel finally deserts fleeing a charge of treason and the hangman s noose to begin a new life in the vast
new mexico wilderness

River of Hope
2013-01-16

The Valley of the Rio Grande
2017-10-30

Dead on the Rio Grande
2018-07-02

War and Peace on the Rio Grande Frontier, 1830–1880
2020-03-05

The Rio Grande
2006-01-01

Turmoil on the Rio Grande
2011-09-14

Crossing the Rio Grande
2006

Campaigns of the Rio Grande and of Mexico
1851

The Rio Grande Flood; a Comparative Study of Border Communities



in Disaster
2023-07-18

Documentary History of the Rio Grande Pueblos of New Mexico
2023-07-18

Raiders of the Rio Grande
1964

Seasons of Harvest
2001-04-04
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